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A co-location pattern is a set of spatial features frequently located together 

in space. A frequent pattern is a set of items that frequently appears in a 

transaction database. Since its introduction, the paradigm of frequent pattern 

mining has undergone a shift from candidate generation-and-test based 

approaches to projection based approaches. Co-location patterns resemble 

frequent patterns in many aspects. However, the lack of transaction concept, 

which is crucial in frequent pattern mining, makes the similar shift of paradigm in 

co-location pattern mining very difficult. This thesis investigates a projection 

based co-location pattern mining paradigm. In particular, a FP-tree based co-

location mining framework and an algorithm called FP-CM, for FP-tree based co-

location miner, are proposed. It is proved that FP-CM is complete, correct, and 

only requires a small constant number of database scans. The experimental 

results show that FP-CM outperforms candidate generation-and-test based co-

location miner by an order of magnitude.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Today’s world is the information world. Huge amounts of data exist at every 

corner of the digital world: World Wide Webs, enterprise databases, data 

warehouse, etc. At the same time, different types of huge data are coming with 

an even faster speed. This is really an era of data explosion! 

However, data themselves are neither information, nor knowledge. We need 

to extract, or mine knowledge from large amounts of data. This motivates data 

mining or knowledge discovery [23, 29, 30, 31], which is the task of discovering 

interesting patterns from large amounts of data where the data can be stored in 

databases, data warehouses, or other information repositories. Data mining 

techniques can be performed on many different kinds of data such as transaction

databases, relational databases, data warehouses, spatial databases, 

multimedia databases, World Wide Web, and etc. The knowledge and 

information mined can be useful for many applications such as market analysis, 

business management, engineering design, science exploration, and product 

control [23]. This thesis mainly discusses a special problem in data mining area: 

Spatial co-location pattern mining algorithms in spatial databases.
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In this chapter, section 1.1 and 1.2 review frequent pattern mining in 

transaction database and co-location pattern mining in spatial database 

respectively, comparison of frequent pattern mining and co-location pattern 

mining is presented in section 1.3, and the contribution and the scope of this 

thesis are described in section 1.4 and section 1.5 respectively.

1.1    Frequent Pattern Mining

         A transaction includes a unique transaction identity number, and a set of 

items, for example, products purchased together by a customer in a store. A 

transaction database is a file which consists of records, and each record in the 

file represents a transaction. The frequent pattern is defined as follows. Let 

},...,,{ 21 miiiI   be a set of m  items, and }...,,{ ,21 nTTTD   be a transaction 

database where Ti( i [1, n]) is a transaction which contains a set of items in I. 

Support of X ( IX  ) is the probability of a transaction in D that contains X. X is a 

frequent pattern if X’s support is no less than a pre-determined minimum support 

threshold min_sup. For example, {bread, egg} is a frequent pattern in a 

transaction database if its support satisfies min_sup. 

          Mining frequent patterns from large databases is crucial for mining 

association rules [1] in market basket data, correlations [24], max-patterns [25], 

sequential patterns [26] and many other interesting data mining tasks. Frequent 

pattern mining from large databases is an important data mining task. The 

discovery of frequent patterns and association rules from a transaction database 

is useful in business decisions [27]. For example, in the management of a 
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supermarket, the business decisions may include how to design coupons, what 

to put on sale, and how to place merchandise on shelves to maximize the profit. 

Therefore, since its introduction, the problem of mining frequent patterns from 

large databases has been in the subject of numerous studies. 

         There have been many algorithms developed for efficient and scalable 

mining of frequent patterns and association rules. In recent years, the paradigm 

of frequent pattern mining algorithms has undergone a fundamental shift from 

candidate generation-and-test based approaches to projection based 

approaches. Apriori algorithm [1] finds frequent patterns using candidate 

generation-and-test approach. It employs an iterative approach known as level-

wise search, where frequent k-patterns are used to explore frequent (k+1)-

patterns. FP-growth [6] is a projection based approach of mining frequent 

patterns without candidate generation-and-test. It compresses the original 

transaction database into a highly compact data structure (an FP-tree). Rather 

than employing the candidate generation-and-test strategy of apriori algorithm, it 

focuses on frequent pattern growth which avoids costly database scans and 

candidate generation, resulting in greater efficiency.

1.2  Co-location Pattern Mining

Spatial data [9] is the data related to objects that occupy space. Spatial 

databases are special databases which contain spatial-related information [37]. 

They include geographic databases, satellite image databases, and other 

databases related to the storage of spatial data [32, 36]. Spatial data mining is 
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the extraction of implicit knowledge, spatial relations, or patterns not explicitly 

stored in spatial databases [10, 34]. In recent years, advanced data collection

tools such as global positioning systems (GPS) [33] and earth’s observing 

systems (EOS) are accumulating increasingly large spatial databases [35]. 

Meantime more reliable, powerful, and inexpensive location-enabled mobile 

devices are also generating large geo-referenced datasets. Efficient tools for 

spatial data mining are very important for the organizations which make 

decisions based on large spatial databases, such as ecology and environmental 

management, public health, and transportation [39]. This emphasizes the need 

for an automatic discovery of spatial knowledge. The automatic discovery of 

interesting, potentially useful, and previously unknown patterns from large spatial 

datasets has been widely investigating via various spatial data mining [14, 15, 9, 

19] techniques. Classical spatial patterns include spatial clustering [13, 45, 44], 

spatial characterization [3], spatial outlier detection [17], spatial prediction [18], 

spatial classification [46], and spatial boundary shape matching [8].

This thesis focuses on a recent spatial data mining problem: Finding sets of 

spatial features that tend to be located in spatial proximity. This problem is also 

referred to as spatial co-location pattern mining [10, 5, 2, 16, 12, 38, 40, 42, 43], 

which is an important spatial data mining task with broad applications.  Examples 

include diseases and related health hazards in nearby region in epidemiology, 

e.g. the contaminated water reservoirs with a certain disease in their spatial 

neighborhood, predator-prey species and symbiotic species in ecology, e.g. the 

Egyptian plover and Nile crocodile, and high rate of car accidents and associated 
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road/sign configuration in transportation, e.g. short highway exit ramp, service 

road, and “yield” sign implies a high rate of car accidents in its nearby region. For 

example, in figure 1.1, the locations of nine spatial features are given. Feature 1 

represents a certain disease, feature 3 represents a chemical factory. Is {1, 3} a 

co-location pattern?  

Figure 1.1 A Spatial Dataset

Many algorithms for co-location mining proposed in literature [10, 5, 16, 12, 

4] employ a candidate generation-and-test co-location mining paradigm, which 

utilizes the anti-monotone property of interestingness measures. In a clustering-

based map overlay approach [5, 4], every spatial feature is treated as a map 

layer and point-data in each layer are clustered into regions. Given X  as a set of 

map layers, the clustered support of X is defined as the ratio  of the overlapping 

area of regions that satisfies X. Clustered support is anti-monotone in nature and 

a level wise algorithm is applied after clusters in each layer are approximated by 
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polygons. In a reference feature based approach [10], transactions are created 

around each instance of a user-specified spatial feature using neighbor 

relationship R. Each transaction contains all the spatial features in the neighbor 

relationship R of the current instance. After transactionization, a level wise 

algorithm is applied. Under this model, a frequent pattern based algorithm can be 

applied straightforwardly due to the fact that the interestingness measure is 

defined based on the generated transactions. In the distance based approaches 

[12, 16], the instances of each spatial feature set define the interestingness 

measure. An instance of a spatial feature set X is defined as a set of instances of 

X that form a clique under a given neighbor relationship R.  The number of 

instances for each pattern does not possess an anti-monotone property by 

nature. The k-neighboring set model [12] uses a non-overlapping-instance 

constraint to get the anti-monotone property for this measure. Frequent pattern 

mining is not required once disjoint instances are obtained. In an event centric 

model [16], a participation index of a pattern, which is the minimal participation 

ratio of the instances of each feature in the pattern, is defined as the 

interestingness measure. FC [20] uses hash-based spatial join techniques [7] 

and multi-way spatial joins [11] to mine spatial co-locations.

1.3   Comparison of Frequent Pattern Mining and Co-location Pattern Mining

         Spatial co-location patterns resemble frequent patterns in many aspects. 

However, there are some differences between them. The comparison of frequent 

pattern (FP) mining and co-location pattern mining is shown in table 1.1.
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Frequent Pattern Mining Co-location Pattern Mining
Item Spatial feature
Item set Spatial feature set
Frequent pattern Co-location pattern
Support Spatial interestingness measure
Transaction database Spatial database

Table 1.1 Comparisons of FP Mining and Co-location Pattern Mining

The paradigm of frequent pattern mining algorithms has shifted from 

candidate generation-and-test based approaches to projection based 

approaches.  Projection based approaches have major advantages over 

candidate generation-and-test based approaches and avoid costly database 

scans by compressing transaction data into compact structures. A finite set of 

disjoint transactions is crucial in frequent pattern definition and its mining 

algorithms. Spatial co-location patterns resemble frequent patterns in many 

aspects. However, the difficulty in creating explicit disjoint transactions from 

continuous spatial data makes the similar paradigm shift in spatial co-location 

pattern mining very difficult. The lack of pre-materialized transactions becomes a 

major obstacle in adopting projection based algorithms into spatial co-location 

pattern mining. 

A natural question to ask is: The paradigm shift in frequent pattern mining 

can be pushed for mining spatial co-location patterns?

1.4   Contribution of this Thesis

A FP-tree based co-location mining framework is proposed in this thesis. 

This framework can incorporate any fast maximal frequent pattern mining 
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algorithm. This framework is designed as an open, scalable framework for the 

research of spatial co-location pattern mining, as well as software development.

A fully standardized framework can integrate any algorithm to be evaluated and 

investigated.  

A FP-tree based co-location miner called FP-CM algorithm is also proposed 

based on the proposed framework.  It combines the salient features of FP-tree 

based maximal frequent pattern mining [6, 21] and fast multi-way spatial joins 

[11] to reduce the total number of database scans to five. 

Finally, FP-CM algorithm’s completeness, correctness, and efficiency are 

proved. The experimental results also show that FP-CM is an order of magnitude 

faster than a candidate generation-and-test based spatial co-location miner CM.

1.5   Scope of this Thesis

This thesis reviews some basic concepts and background in frequent 

pattern mining and spatial co-location pattern mining, and focuses on the spatial 

co-location pattern mining problem. A novel framework and an efficient algorithm 

are designed for spatial co-location pattern mining and a series of experiments 

are conducted to test it in comparison with one previous work.

The organization of the rest of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 recalls 

some important concepts and investigates a candidate generation-and-test 

based frequent pattern mining, a projection based frequent pattern mining 

paradigm in frequent pattern mining. Chapter 3 reviews the basic concepts and a 

candidate generation-and-test based spatial co-location pattern mining paradigm, 
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and a multi-way spatial joins based co-location pattern mining paradigm in spatial 

co-location pattern mining. Chapter 4 proposes a FP-tree based co-location 

mining framework and an algorithm called FP-CM, for FP-tree based co-location 

miner. Chapter 5 analyzes its completeness, correctness, computational 

efficiency, and presents the experimental evaluation. This thesis is summarized

in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

FREQUENT PATTERN MINING

A frequent pattern [23] is a pattern (such as a set of items, subsequence, or 

substructure) that frequently occurs in a database. A set of items such as bread 

and eggs that are often purchased together is a frequent pattern. Mining frequent 

patterns from large databases is crucial for mining association rules [1] in market 

basket data. Association rule mining [47] is an important data mining technique, 

which helps managers find frequent patterns to design store layouts, plan 

catalogs, and decide which items to put on sale. For example, if customers often 

purchase digital cameras and printers together, then having a sale on digital 

cameras may increase the sale of printers as well as digital cameras. Therefore, 

frequent pattern mining is an important data mining task in data mining and 

mining frequent patterns from large databases has been studied by many 

researchers in data mining area.

This chapter introduces the basic concepts and two classic algorithms in 

frequent pattern mining. The basic concepts of frequent pattern mining are given 

in section 2.1. Section 2.2 presents the apriori algorithm, a candidate generation-

and-test algorithm for mining frequent patterns. An efficient frequent pattern 

mining algorithm without candidate generation, called FP-growth is presented in 
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section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes the performance comparison of FP-growth and 

apriori algorithm. This chapter is summarized in section 2.5.

2.1   Basic Concepts

2.1.1 Terminology in Frequent Pattern Mining

Let },...,,{ 21 miiiI   be a set of m  items, and }...,,{ ,21 nTTTD   be a set of n

transactions. Each transaction in D  is a set of items such that ITi   i [1, n]. 

We say a transaction iT  contains X if and only if XTi  . Here X is a set of items 

in I .  Some basic terminologies related to frequent pattern mining are introduced.

 An association rule is an implication YX  , where IX  , IY  , and 

YX .

 Support s  of YX   is the probability of a transaction in D that contains 

both X andY .  That is )()( YXPYXSupport  .  

 Confidence c of YX  , is the conditional probability that a transaction in 

D containing X  that also containsY .That is )|()( XYPYXconfidence  .

 The min_sup is a pre-determined minimum support threshold. The 

min_conf is pre-determined minimum confidence threshold. Rules with 

 )( YXP  min_sup and )|( XYP   min_conf are called strong.

 A pattern is a set of items. A pattern that contains k  items is called a k-

pattern. If support of a pattern is greater than or equal to min_sup, then it 

is a frequent pattern. Support count of a pattern is the number of 

transactions that contain the pattern in D .
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2.1.2 Steps of Association Rule Mining

From the definition of confidence, we can generate the formula as: 

).(_sup/)(_sup

)(/)(

)|(

)(

XcountportYXcountport

XPYXP

XYP

YXConfidence







The formula shows that we can obtain )( YXConfidence   by knowing the 

support or support counts of YX   and X . That means, if the supports or 

support counts of YYX ,  and X are found, their association rules can be easily 

derived. Therefore, mining association rules can be reduced to mining frequent 

patterns. 

Therefore, association rules can be mined in two steps. The first step is 

mining frequent patterns. The second step is generating strong association rules 

from the frequent patterns. The first step is much more costly than the second 

one in terms of computation, so the overall performance of association rule 

mining is determined by the first step.

For example, a transaction database is in table 2.1. Let min_sup = 50%, 

min_conf = 50%. From table 2.1, the frequent patterns and their supports can be 

obtained in table 2.2.

Transaction Items purchased
T1 b, d, g
T2 a, c, d
T3 a, c
T4 d, e, f

Table 2.1 A Transaction Database
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For association rule }{}{ ca  , we can get 

%50}){}({}){}({  caPcaSupport ,

%.100%50/%50})({/}){}({}){}({  aPcaPcaconfidence

2.1.3 Maximal Frequent Pattern and Closed Frequent Pattern 

Mining complete frequent patterns in a large database is a significant

challenge.  Since all non-empty subsets of a frequent pattern are frequent 

patterns, mining complete frequent patterns in a large database often generate a 

huge number of patterns that satisfying the min_sup, especially when the 

min_sup is set low. A long pattern contains a combinatorial number of shorter 

frequent patterns. For example, a frequent 100-pattern such as 10021 ...PPP , 

contains 30100
100

100

2

100

1

100

1027.112... 



















 frequent patterns, which are 

too huge to be enumerated for a computer. In order to solve this problem, 

maximal frequent pattern (MFP) is introduced. 

A pattern X  is called a MFP in the database if X  is frequent, and there 

exists no superset Y  such that YX   and Y  is a frequent pattern in the 

database.  

Frequent Pattern Support
{a} 50%
{c} 50%
{d} 75%

{a, c} 50%

Table 2.2 Frequent Patterns and their Supports
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For example, given a transaction database }},...,,{},,...,,{{ 100215021 iiiiiiD  , 

let min_sup = 50%. What are MFPs in D? 

         There is only one MFP },...,,{ 10021 iii  in the database D and its support is 

50%, whereas there are 30100
100

100

2

100

1

100

1027.112... 



















  complete 

frequent patterns, which are too many frequent patterns for a computer to 

compute and store.

However, the problem is that MFPs do not contain the complete information 

of all the frequent patterns. In the above example, from the MFP and its support, 

we can only assert that all its subsets are frequent patterns and any of their 

supports is greater than or equal to 50%, but we do not know their exact 

supports. In order to solve this problem, closed frequent pattern (CFP) is 

introduced.

A pattern X  is a CFP in the database if X  is frequent, and there exists no 

superset Y  such that YX   and Y  has the same support as X in the database. 

The CFPs contain the complete information of all the frequent patterns. In 

general, although the number of CFPs is greater than the number of MFPs, it is 

still much smaller than the number of the complete frequent patterns.

For example, given a transaction database }},...,,{},,...,,{{ 100215021 iiiiiiD  , 

let min_sup = 50%. What are CFPs in D? 

We can get two CFPs, which are },...,,{ 5021 iii (support is 100%) and 

},...,,{ 10021 iii  (support is 50%).  The two CFPs contain the complete information of 

all the frequent patterns. From them, we can derive all the frequent patterns in D. 
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For example, we can derive },{ 385 ii  (support is 100%) since },{ 385 ii is a subset of 

frequent pattern },...,,{ 5021 iii  (support is 100%) and },{ 6810 ii  (support is 50%) 

since it is a subset of frequent pattern },...,,{ 10021 iii  (support is 50%).

2.2   Apriori Algorithm

Apriori [1] is an efficient association rule mining algorithm, which finds 

frequent patterns using candidate generation-and-test approach.

Two important concepts in apriori algorithm:

 Apriori property:  All nonempty subsets of a frequent pattern must be 

frequent.

For example, if {bread, milk} is frequent, so is {milk}. That is because 

every transaction containing {bread, milk} must also contain {milk}. 

 Apriori pruning principle: If there is any pattern which is not frequent, 

then all of its supersets should not be frequent and should not be 

generated and tested. For example, if a pattern X  is not frequent, then 

)(XP  < min_sup. If a pattern Y  is added to the pattern X , 

because )()( XPYXP  , )( YXP   < min_sup. Therefore, YX   is 

not frequent either.

The ideas of apriori algorithm: 

Apriori algorithm [1], a candidate generation-and-test based approach, is an 

efficient association rule mining algorithm that explores the level-wise mining 

Apriori property used to improve the efficiency. At the kth iteration, it forms 
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frequent (k+1)-pattern candidates based on the frequent k-patterns, and scan the 

database once to find the frequent (k+1)-patterns. It works as follow. First, the set 

of frequent 1-patterns 1L is found. Next, 1L is used to find the set of frequent 2-

patterns 2L , which is used to find L3, and so on, until nL is empty. Since finding 

each iL  requires one database scan, the total number of database scan is n  for 

finding nL .

The bottlenecks of apriori algorithm:

 Mining long patterns needs many database scans and checks a huge 

number of candidates by pattern matching. For example, in order to find 

frequent 100-pattern P1P2…P100, it needs 100 database scans.

 It may need to generate a large number of candidates, compute their 

supports, and test. For example, in order to find frequent 100-pattern 

P1P2…P100, in the worst case, it needs to generate 1.27*1030 candidates, 

compute their supports, and test. 

        Can we reduce the number of database scans and avoid the candidate 

generation? FP-growth [6] presented in the next section can solve these 

problems.

2.3   FP-growth Algorithm

Frequent-Pattern growth, called FP-growth [6], is an efficient FP-tree 

(projection) based frequent pattern mining algorithm without candidate 

generation.
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The ideas of FP-growth algorithm: 

FP-growth [6], a projection based approach, is a method of mining frequent 

patterns without candidate generation-and-test. It employs a divide-and-conquer 

strategy as follows: Compress the original transaction database into a highly 

compact data structure (an FP-tree), but retain the pattern association 

information, and then divide the compressed database into a set of conditional 

databases (a special kind of projected database), where each conditional 

database is associated with one frequent 1-pattern, and mine each conditional 

database separately. Rather than employing the candidate generation-and-test 

strategy of apriori algorithm, it focuses on frequent pattern growth which avoids 

costly database scans and candidate generation, resulting in greater efficiency. 

The FP-growth only needs two database scans when mining all frequent 

patterns. The first database scan counts the supports of all the 1-patterns, 

derives the set of frequent 1-patterns, which is sorted in the descending order of 

their supports. The second database scan creates the initial FP-tree, which 

contains all support information of the original database. 

How to create the FP-tree?

 First, create the “null” root of the FP-tree. The ordered frequent 1-

patterns are inserted in the header table.

 The set of frequent 1-patterns in each transaction is inserted into the FP-

tree as a branch in the descending order of their supports. If a pattern 

shares a prefix of a branch in the FP-tree, the new pattern will share the 

prefix of the branch.
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How does FP-growth get the efficiency?

 A large database is compressed into a highly compact FP-tree, which 

saves costly database scans in the subsequent mining processes.

 FP-tree based frequent mining employs a pattern growth method to 

avoid the costly generation and test of a huge number of candidates.

 A partitioning-based, divide-and-conquer method is used to reduce the 

size of subsequent conditional pattern bases and conditional FP-trees.

2.4    Performance Comparison of FP-growth and Apriori       

   Figure 2.1 shows the scalability of FP-growth and apriori as the support 

threshold decreases from 3% to 0.1% [6]. FP-growth is about an order of 

magnitude faster than apriori as the support threshold goes down in large 

database. This is because the number and length of frequent patterns increase 

dramatically as the support threshold reduces. The number of candidates that

apriori needs to generate and test becomes extremely huge. Therefore, the 

pattern matching with the large number of candidates by searching the large 

transaction database becomes very expensive when the support threshold goes 

down.
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Figure 2.1 Performance Comparison of FP-growth and Apriori

2.5    Summary

Frequent pattern mining is an important data mining task in data mining. To 

mine association rule we first need to mine frequent patterns, from which strong 

association rules in the form of YX  can be generated for later knowledge 

extraction. In this chapter the basic concepts in frequent pattern mining are 

reviewed. There have been many algorithms developed for efficient and scalable 

mining of frequent patterns and association rules. Two classic frequent pattern 

mining methodologies, which are based on candidate generation-and-test and 

projection-based respectively, are reviewed.

Apriori algorithm is an efficient association rule mining algorithm that 

explores the level-wise mining apriori property: All nonempty subsets of a 
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frequent pattern must also be frequent. At the kth iteration (for 1k ), it forms 

frequent (k+1)-pattern candidates based on the frequent k-patterns, and scan the 

database once to find the complete set of frequent (k+1)-patterns, 1kL .

FP-growth is a method of mining frequent patterns without candidate 

generation. It constructs a highly compact data structure (an FP-tree) to 

compress the original transaction database. Rather than employing the candidate 

generation-and-test strategy of apriori algorithm, it focuses on frequent pattern 

growth which avoids costly candidate generation, resulting in greater efficiency.
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CHAPTER 3

SPATIAL CO-LOCATION PATTERN MINING

A spatial co-location pattern is a set of spatial features which are frequently 

located together in spatial proximity.  Spatial co-location patterns resemble 

frequent patterns in many aspects. Spatial association rules [10] are special 

cases of general association rules where at least one of the predicates is spatial.  

In general association rule mining, a finite set of disjoint transactions is input into 

the association rule mining algorithms [1, 27] such as apriori [1] and FP-growth 

[6] to find frequent patterns, and association rules from these frequent patterns 

found. However, spatial association rules mining is different from association 

rules mining because of the lack of natural transactions due to the continuous 

spatial data. This creates difficulty in mining spatial association rules. 

There are three different models for mining spatial association rules, which 

are reference feature centric model [10], window centric model, and event centric 

model [16].  Transactions can be generated using reference feature centric 

model [10] or window centric model. However, these methods may yield 

underestimate or overestimate of support or confidence which is used in 

association rule mining algorithms.  Therefore, co-location pattern mining is 

crucial for mining spatial association rules. It has been studying by many 
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researchers in spatial data mining research and is an essential data mining task 

in spatial data mining.

This chapter reviews the background of spatial co-location mining. The 

problem formulation and basic concepts are given in section 3.1. Section 3.2 

reviews the reference feature centric model. Section 3.3 describes the co-

location miner [16]. A fast co-location miner [20] is presented in section 3.4.  This

chapter is summarized in section 3.5.

3.1    Problem Formulation and Basic Concepts 

3.1.1    Problem Formulation

The spatial co-location mining problem is formalized below.

Given:

 A set of spatial features }.,...,2,1{ kF 

 A set of n instances I = {i1, i2, …, in}, each ikI is a vector 

<instanceID, spatial feature f, location (x,y)>, where fF and 

(x,y)spatial framework S.

 A neighbor relationship R over locations in S.

 Prevalence threshold.

Find:

 Co-locations with prevalence no less than the given threshold.
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Objectives:

 Completeness: A spatial co-location mining algorithm is complete if it 

finds all spatial co-locations with prevalence no less than the given 

threshold.

 Correctness: A spatial co-location mining algorithm is correct if any 

spatial co-location it finds has prevalence no less than the given 

threshold.

 Computational efficiency: IO and CPU cost to find the co-locations 

should be acceptable.

3.1.2 Basic Concepts

Let },...,2,1{ kF   be a set of spatial features, },...,,{ 21 kSDSDSDSD   be a 

set of k  spatial datasets such that iSDki ],,1[  contains all and only the 

instances of the spatial feature i , and R  be a given spatial neighbor relation (e.g. 

distance no more than 2 miles). For example, in figure 3.1, the set of all spatial 

features is },,{ cbaF  . Feature a  has 3 instances in the spatial dataset, i.e. 

},,{ 321 aaaSDa  . Similarly, },,{ 321 bbbSDb  , and },{ 21 ccSDc  . The spatial 

neighbor relationship R  is a Euclidean distance and neighboring instances are 

connected in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 A Spatial Database

An m-pattern X  is defined a set of spatial features },...,2,1{, mXFX  .  

A set of instances  },...,,{ 21 mooo  is an instance of X if and only if

ii SDomi  ,1 ^ .),(,,1 RoodistSDomji jijj 

It means all pairs of instances in an instance of X should be close to each 

other. In other words, the relationships between the instances of an instance of 

X  form a clique graph. In figure 3.1, for the pattern },,{},,,{ 121 cbacbaX  is an 

instance of X . However, },,{ 131 cba  is not an instance of X because 1a  and 3b are 

not close to each other.

The ),( fXpr , participation ratio of feature f  in a pattern X  is defined as

.
tan#

tantan#
),(

fofcesinsof

Xofceinsanyineparticipatthatfofcesinsof
fXpr 

The )(Xpi , participation index of a pattern X is defined as

}.),,(min{)( XffXprXpi 

For example, in figure 3.1, the instances of spatial feature set },{ ba  are 

},{},,{ 1221 baba and { }, 22 ba . The participation ratio of a in {a, b}, )},,({ abapr
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is 3/2 , since only 2 instances 1a  and 2a  of 3 instances of spatial feature a

participate in the instances of },{ ba . Thus, the participation index of },,{ ba

.3/2

}3/2,3/2min{

)}},,({),},,({min{}),({




 bbaprabaprbapi

A co-location pattern is a set of spatial features frequently located together 

in space. If the participation index of a pattern is not less than the user-specified 

participation index threshold min_pi, then it is a co-location pattern. 

The participation index pi is monotonic non-increasing with the size of the 

co-location increasing. If 'XX  , then )'()( XpiXpi  . The reason is that any 

feature participates in an instance of 'X  should also participate in an instance 

of X . Therefore, apriori property holds for pi of co-locations.

A co-location rule is of the form ),(21 cppCC   where 1C  and 2C are co-

locations, p  is a number representing prevalence and cp  is a number 

representing conditional probability. The interest measures ( p and cp ) may be 

defined differently in different models.

3.2    Reference Feature Centric Model

 The reference feature centric model [10] is relevant to application domains 

focusing on a specific spatial feature such as city. It converts spatial data to a set 

of transactions around instances of the reference spatial feature. Given feature i , 

a transaction database iTD can be defined as follows:
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1k ;
for each instance ii SDo   {

}),(,^|{ RoodistRoijjT ijjjk  ;

k ;
}

kki TTD  ; .

A transaction database reference to feature i , iTD , can be input into a frequent 

pattern mining algorithm to get features that occur frequently close to feature i .

For example, in figure 3.1, the shapes represent different features, and the 

lines indicate instances pairs within distance R from each other. For each 

instance of a , we generate a transaction; 1a  generate },{ cb  because there is at 

least one instance of )( 2bb  and one instance of )( 1cc close to 1a . Similarly, 2a

generate }{b  because there is at least one instance of b  (e.g., 1b  and 2b ) close 

to 2a . Therefore, we can get }}{},,{{ bcbTDa  . Let min_sup = 30%, we can 

generate frequent patterns }},{},{},{{ cbcbFPa   in aTD  using algorithms such as 

Apriori [1] and FP-growth [6].  

3.3    Co-location Miner 

Because of the downward closure property of the participation index [16], a 

generation-and-test mining paradigm is employed by previous algorithms, e.g. 

co-location miner, called CM [16], which is event centric approach. CM mines 

spatial co-location patterns using event centric model which replaces 

transactions by neighborhoods. The event centric model [16] is relevant to 

applications such as ecology where there are many boolean spatial features. 
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Ecologists are interested in mining spatial co-location patterns, which are feature 

sets frequently to occur in a neighborhood. In an event centric model [16], 

participation index pi  is defined as the interestingness measure. 

The ideas of CM algorithm:

   It first uses spatial join [22] to get the instance pairs within distance R to 

each other and produce instances of candidate size 2 co-locations. 

Then, the participation index for each candidate size 2 co-location is 

calculated, and it is accepted as a size 2 co-location if its pi is not less 

than min_pi. After pruning based on pi , only prevalent co-locations and 

their instances are kept. 

 From two size k co-locations C1 and C2 where only the first (k-1) features 

are common and the last ones are different, a candidate size k+1 co-

location C whose subsets are all co-locations is generated based on 

apriori_gen [1]. 

   After getting all instances of C by spatial joining on the instances of C1

and C2 where only the first k-1 feature instances are common and the 

distance of instances of the last features is at most R, the participation 

index is calculated to validate whether C is a co-location.

For example, in figure 3.1, let min_pi be 1/3. After spatial joining, we can get 

the instances of ),(),,( caba  and ),( cb  as shown in table 3.1. Because each pi 

satisfies min_pi, they are all co-locations shown in table 3.1. From 

},{ ba and },{ ca , we can get candidate size 3 co-location },,{ cba , whose all size 2 
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subsets are co-locations, and its instance and pi shown in Table 3.1. Because its 

pi satisfies min_pi, we can get },,{ cba  is a size 3 co-location.

Size Candidate
Co-locations

 Instances Participation Index Co-location?
(min_pi=1/3)

2 {a, b}
{a, c}
{b, c}

{a1,b2},{a2,b1},{a2,b2}
{a1,c1}
{b2,c1},{ b3,c1}

min{2/3,2/3}=2/3
min{1/3,1/2}=1/3
min{2/3,1/2}=1/2

Yes
Yes
Yes

3 {a, b, c} { a1,b2,c1} min{1/3,1/3,1/2}=1/3 Yes

Table 3.1 Co-location Miner Algorithm Illustration

CM has some efficiency problems:

 It requires a potentially large number of instances of size (k-1) co-

locations to be computed before size k co-locations can be found. These 

instances can be too many to be fit in memory.

 The computational cost of processing them and computing participation 

ratios for them is very high. 

 Many spatial joins are needed to find the instances of candidate co-

locations and many database scans needed to discovery all the co-

locations.

To solve the efficiency problems of CM, a fast co-location miner, called FC 

was proposed in [20], which integrates the computation of spatial neighbor 

relationships with the mining algorithm and is presented in next section.

3.4    Fast Co-location Miner 

FC [20] uses hash-based spatial join techniques [7] and multi-way spatial 

joins [11] to mine spatial co-locations, which is much faster than CM when the 
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total number of features is small (no more than a few dozens). It extends multi-

way spatial join algorithms to discover instances of any size co-locations and 

calculate the participation ratios of features in them, which can be used to 

compute the participation indexes of them to mine the prevalent co-locations. 

Spatial joins play an important role in effective spatial query processing. A pair-

wise spatial join combined two datasets on a spatial predicate. An example is, 

“Find all cities that are close to a forest.” Several algorithms were proposed for it. 

An algorithm proposed in [7] hashes two spatial datasets into buckets using a 

grid, join bucket pairs to find the join pairs that qualify a spatial predicate. Multi-

way spatial joins combine more than two datasets with respect to some spatial 

predicate. An example is, “Find all cities that are close to forests which are 

crossed by a river.” Algorithms proposed in [11] extend the pair-wise spatial join 

algorithms to apply on multiple datasets join.

The ideas of FC algorithm [20]:

 FC algorithm includes two steps. One is hashing step, which imposes a 

grid over the space and each instance of each feature is hashed into the 

cell(s) intersected by the disk centered at the instance with radius R. 

Another is mining step, which employs a multi-way main memory spatial 

join algorithm based on plane sweep [11, 28] to efficiently find the co-

locations.     

   FC algorithm needs two database scans: One for hashing step and one 

for reading the partitions.
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The bottleneck of FC:

   FC counts the instances of the power-set of all possible co-locations at 

one scan, so the space required is too big when the total number of 

features is large, which makes FC slow.  

To solve the bottleneck of FC, an algorithm FP-CM is proposed in the next 

chapter.

3.5    Summary

Some basic concepts of spatial co-location pattern mining and two 

algorithms CM and FC for mining co-location patterns are reviewed. CM is a 

generation-and-test mining, non-transaction algorithm, which mines spatial co-

location patterns using event centric approach. This approach generates 

candidate size k+1 co-location set based on size k co-location set. However, CM 

has some efficiency problems. FC [20], which solve the efficiency problem of CM, 

uses hash-based spatial join techniques [7] and multi-way spatial joins [11] to 

mine spatial co-locations, which is much faster than CM when the total number of 

features is small (no more than a few dozens). However, FC is slow because the 

space required is too high when the total number of features is large.  

To solve these problems, a new novel framework and an algorithm called 

FP-CM are proposed in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

FP-TREE BASED SPATIAL CO-LOCATION PATTERN MINING 

Projection based frequent pattern mining, e.g. FP-growth [6], utilizes a 

highly condensed FP-tree structure to compress frequent patterns and employs a 

pattern fragment growth method for mining the complete set of frequent patterns 

from the FP-tree. Due to the reduced number of database scans and no 

candidate generation-and-test, this algorithm is very fast in comparison with 

traditional candidate generation-and-test algorithms [1]. However, a FP-tree 

based algorithm can not be used directly on spatial co-location mining because 

of the lack of transactions in spatial datasets. Creating transactions for spatial 

datasets and establishing the relationship between support and participation 

index to develop a complete and correct FP-tree based co-location mining 

algorithm are non-trivial.

In this chapter, our effort to mine the spatial co-location patterns is 

introduced. A FP-tree based co-location mining framework is proposed in section 

4.1.  Based on the idea of the framework, a FP-tree based co-location miner, 

called FP-CM is proposed in section 4.2. This chapter is summarized in section 

4.3.
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4.1    FP-tree Based Co-location Mining Framework 

The proposed framework consists of four function modules as shown in 

figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1   FP-tree Based Co-location Mining Framework

SD1, SD2, … , SDk

MFP1, MFP2, … , MFPk

MFP Mining

Candidate Co-location Patterns

Pattern Filter

Co-location Patterns

Combining Patterns

TD1, TD2, … , TDk

Transactionization
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 Transactionization:  For each available spatial feature in spatial 

database, a transaction database iTD  is created by the transactionization 

module. 

 Maximal frequent pattern mining:  For each transaction database iTD , we 

can employ suitable maximal frequent pattern mining algorithm to find 

maximal frequent patterns iMFP  for later processing.

 Combining patterns: In this module, mined maximal frequent patterns 

iMFP  are combined together to generate a superset of all the co-location 

patterns.

 Pattern filter: The results from Combining Pattern could include some 

false co-locations. A pattern filter is necessary to filter out these false co-

locations. 

The challenges of implementing the ideas of the proposed framework:

   How to generate transactions?  Transactions can be produced by 

partitioning the space disjointedly or overlappingly.  However, disjoint 

partitioning may lose neighboring instances across boundaries, leading 

to the loss of potential co-location patterns. Overlapping partitioning may 

double count instances in two partitions, leading to produce false co-

location patterns.  The available transaction generation algorithm could 

be based on window centric model [16] or reference feature centric 

model [10]. 
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 How to find co-location patterns from the mined maximal frequent 

patterns generated from the transaction databases? How to assemble 

the maximal frequent patterns into co-locations?  

 How to guarantee the algorithm is complete, correct, and efficient?

The advantages of the proposed framework:

        A generic framework could make us easier to get the whole picture of 

the spatial co-location mining procedure and tasks. Under the framework,  

the spatial mining problem can be solved independently. For example, any 

fast maximal frequent pattern mining algorithm [1, 6, 41] can be applied to 

each transaction database iTD to find maximal frequent patterns iMFP

without any effect on previous modules or later processing. The interfaces 

between the four function modules can be standardized, therefore any 

algorithm follows the standard data format could be easy to be integrated 

into the framework for investigation and test.  This framework can be defined 

and implemented as an open and scalable framework which could benefit 

the later research efforts, as well as real software development.

4.2    FP-tree Based Co-location Miner 

In this section, an algorithm called FP-CM, for FP-tree based co-location 

miner is developed based on the framework proposed in section 4.1. FP-tree 

based co-location miner is an algorithm to generate all and only the co-locations 

with participation index no less than a user specified participation index threshold 

min_pi.
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FP-tree based co-location miner is described below.

Input:

 A set of spatial features }.,...,2,1{ kF 

 A set of n instances I = {i1, i2, …, in}, each ikI is a vector 

<instanceID, spatial feature f, location (x,y)> where fF and 

(x,y)spatial framework S.

 A neighbor relationship R over locations in S.

 Participation index threshold min_pi.

Output:

 Co-locations with participation index no less than participation index 

threshold min_pi.

Algorithm FP-CM

1: ),...,,( 21 kTDTDTD  transactionize );,...,,( 21 kSDSDSD
2:  for i = 1 to k do
3:      )min_,(_ piTDMFPFPMFP ii  ; 

4:  end for
5:  1i ;
6:  C ;

7:  },...,2,1{1 kC  ;

8:   while iC  do

9:         iCCC  ;

10:       )(_1 ii CgenaprioriC   ;      // refer to [1]

11:      ),( 11 MFPCpruneC ii   ;

12:       1 ii ;
13:  end while
14:  C  multi-way-spatial-join-filter(C, min_pi);
15:  return C; 
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FP-CM algorithm consists of four components, which are transactionization, 

maximal frequent pattern mining, combining patterns, and pattern filter.  

The detailed steps of FP-CM algorithm are explained in the following section 

4.2.1, section 4.2.2, section 4.2.3, and section 4.2.4. A spatial dataset as shown 

in figure 4.2 is used as a running example to make the algorithm easy to 

understand. This dataset has 8 features, their numbers of instances are specified 

in table 4.1, and their instances are plotted in a 100   100 spatial framework. 

The neighbor relationship R is 12 and the participation index threshold min_pi is 

1/3 in this example.

Figure 4.2 Running Example

4.2.1    Transactionization (step 1) 

In the transactionization step, reference feature centric model [10], which is 

reviewed in section 3.2, is used to create transactions for each feature. This step 
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only needs one database scan. For each spatial feature i , a transaction database 

iTD is created as follows. For each instance o of feature i , a transaction contains 

all other spatial features whose instance(s) is (are) the neighbor(s) of instance o. 

For example, in figure 4.3, spatial feature 1 has four instances. A circle of 

radius R centered at each instance of 1 is drawn as specified in Figure 4.3 and 

all the other spatial features in each circle are collected. A transaction database 

with four transactions }{3}{3},{3,8},{3,8},{1 TD  is created, which is shown in 

table 4.1.

Figure 4.3 Creating Feature 1’s Transaction Database
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Figure 4.4 Creating Feature 3’s Transaction Database

Figure 4.5 Creating Feature 8’s Transaction Database
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Similarly, in figure 4.4 and 4.5, transaction databases are created for feature 

3 and 8 as shown in the third columns of table 4.1. Note that some instances of a 

feature introduce empty transactions because they do not have other features in 

their neighborhood R. Also, because feature 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 do not have other 

features in their neighborhood R, their transaction databases are empty. 

Feature # of Instances Transaction Database TDi MFPi (min_pi = 1/3)
1 4 {3,8},{3,8},{3},{3} {3,8}
2 2
3 5 {1},{1,8},{1},{1,8} {1,8}
4 1
5 1
6 2
7 2
8 3 {1},{1,3},{3} {1,3}

Table 4.1 Feature, # of Instances, Transaction Database, and MFPi

4.2.2    Maximal Frequent Pattern Mining (step 2, 3 and 4)

Because the maximal frequent pattern mining step is FP-tree based [6],

which is reviewed in chapter 2, it only need two database scans to mine MFPs. 

For each transaction database iTD , all maximal frequent patterns iMFP are found 

using the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern mining algorithms [6, 21] using 

a support threshold min_supi. The min_supi (support threshold) for frequent 

patterns of iTD  is equal to min_pi (participation index threshold) for co-location 

patterns. 

For example, in this running example, min_pi is 1/3. Maximal frequent 

patterns MFPi mined of each feature are listed in the third column of table 4.1. 
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Feature 1's MFP1 is {{3, 8}}, Feature 3's MFP3 is {{1, 8}}, and Feature 8's MFP8 is 

{{1, 3}} as shown in table 4.1.  

4.2.3    Combining Patterns (step 5-13)

The basic structure of the combining pattern step is the level-wise structure 

of co-location miner [16]. However, it does not require expensive spatial joins to 

calculate participation indexes. Instead, it consults the MFP, which is 

{MFP1,MFP2,…,MFPk}, to prune majority of the false candidate co-location 

patterns. Because this step involves only spatial features and their maximal 

frequent patterns and usually is a main memory based step, no database scan is 

needed. This step will produce a superset of the true co-location patterns to feed 

into the next pattern filter step.

          Step 10 generates candidate co-locations Ci+1, which is an adoption of the 

apriori_gen algorithm of the apriori [1] and needs two steps.  Suppose the 

features in Ci are listed in an order.

Generate Candidate Ci+1

Step 1: self-joining Ci

            insert into Ci+1

            select p.f1, p.f2, …, p.fi, q.fi
            from Ci p, Ci q
            where p. f1=q. f1, …, p. fi-1 =q. fi-1, p. fi < q. fi
Step 2: pruning
            for each co-location cCi+1 do
                  for each size i subset s of c do
                       if cCi

                            delete c from Ci+1
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Example of candidate generation: Let C2 be {{1 2}, {1 3}, {1 4}, {1 5}, {2 3}}. 

Self-joining: C2 C2, C3 will be {{1 2 3}, {1 4 5}}. The prune step will delete {1 4 

5} because {4 5} is not contained in C2. Then C3 will be {{1 2 3}}.

The prune step (step 11) works as follows:

       for each 1 iCc   

           for each feature cf 
               if ))(( fcmfpMFPmfp f 

                   delete c from 1iC .

                    

For each candidate co-location pattern 1 iCc , if there exists a 

feature cf  and  fMFP  does not contain a superset of )( fc  , then c is pruned. 

For example, in table 4.1, for candidate co-location }2,1{ , because 1MFP does not 

includes a superset of }2,1{},2{  is pruned from the candidate co-location set. 

For }3,1{ , because 1MFP  includes a superset of {3} and 3MFP  includes a superset 

of }3,1{},1{  remains in the candidate co-location set. Similarly, we can get }8,1{  is 

also a candidate co-location.

From the size 2 candidate co-locations }3,1{  and }8,1{ , we can generate a 

candidate }8,3,1{ . Because 1MFP  includes a superset of }8,3{ , 3MFP  includes a 

superset of }8,1{  and 8MFP includes a superset of }3,1{ , }8,3,1{ is kept in the size 3 

candidate co-location set. Similarly, we can get all the candidate co-locations as 

shown in table 4.2.

Size Candidate Co-locations After Combining Patterns Step
2 {1,3},{1,8},{3,8}
3 {1,3,8}

Table 4.2 Candidate Co-locations after Combining Patterns Step
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This combining patterns step will not falsely delete any true co-location 

pattern due to the following Lemma.

Lemma 1: If X is a co-location pattern, fMFPXf ,  contains a superset 

of )( fX  , then the combining patterns step will find X as a candidate co-

location pattern.

Proof: If X  is a co-location pattern, then piXpi min_)(  , which 

means Xf  , the participation ratio pifXpr min_),(  . This implies that at least 

min_pi of f's instances participate in any instance of X . Because an instance of 

X  is a clique of X , we can infer that at least min_pi of f’s instances have 

instances of )( fX  in their neighborhood R. So, at least min_supf of f’s 

instances contain )( fX  which means )( fX   is a frequent pattern reference 

to feature f using min_supf = min_pi. Since fMFP  contains all the maximal 

frequent patterns, fMFP  contains a superset of )( fX  . Therefore, the 

combining patterns steps will find X as a candidate co-location pattern.

This Lemma establishes the relationship between ),( fXpr  (the 

participation ratio of a feature f in a pattern X ) and sfX )'(   presence in the 

maximal frequent pattern set of feature f using min_supf = min_pi. Once we have 

all the maximal frequent pattern sets of all the spatial features, this property will 

help us in judging whether a pattern X  is a candidate co-location pattern by 

checking whether )( fX   is included in at least one maximal frequent pattern of 

fMFP  for Xf  .
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4.2.4    Pattern Filter (step 14 and 15)

 Once the total number of candidate co-location patterns are reduced from 

featuresof __#2  to a small superset of the true co-location patterns, a hash based 

spatial join technique [7] and a multi-way spatial joins [11] approach are used to 

filter out the false co-location patterns. Spatial datasets are hashed into buckets 

using a grid [7] and then a multi-way spatial join, which is based on a 

backtracking search heuristic [11], is used to find all the maximal cliques. The list 

of all the candidate co-location patterns from the previous steps is kept and the 

cliques are registered to their corresponding candidate co-location patterns. 

Finally, the participation index for each candidate co-location pattern is calculated

and the set of all true co-location patterns is returned. As shown in the following, 

the pattern filter step includes a hashing step and a mining step and each step 

only needs one database scan. 

Hashing Step  
1:  impose a regular grid over the map;
2:  for each feature i
3:      each instance of i is extended by distance R to form a disk and hashed    

into the cells intersected by this disk;

Mining Step  
4:  for each cell C of the grid
5:        for each feature i in C
6:          load bucket SDi

c in memory; // SDi
c is the instances in SDi hashed       

//into cell C                                                         
7:              sort instances of SDi

c in order based on their x-values;
8:        for each feature i in C
9:              for each instance o of SDi

c

10:                  find the instances of other features that are close to instance o;
11:                  if (the above instances of other features are close to each other 
                        ^the set of these features is in the list of candidate co-locations)
12:                     keep clique pattern instances where instance o participates in;
13:  for each clique pattern C
14:        compute the participation ratios of features in C and get pi(C);
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15:        if (pi(C) >= min_pi) 
16:            C is a co-location pattern;

For example, after getting the pi of each candidate co-location in table 4.2, 

we can verify whether they are co-locations as shown in table 4.3. Each pi of size 

2 candidate co-locations satisfies min_pi, so they are all co-locations. Because pi 

({1,2,8}) is less than min_pi, {1,3,8} is not  a co-location.

Size Candidate
Co-locations

Instances Participation Index Co-location?
(min_pi=1/3)

2 {1,3}
{1,8}
{3,8}

{1,1},{2,2},{3,3},{4,4}
{1,1},{2,2}
{2,2},{4,3}

min{4/4,4/5}=4/5
min{2/4,2/3}=2/3
min{2/5,2/3}=2/5

Yes
Yes
Yes

3 {1,3,8} {2,2,2} min{1/4,1/5,1/3}=1/5 No

Table 4.3 Size, Candidate Co-locations, Instances, and Participation Index

4.3    Summary

In this chapter, a FP-tree based co-location mining framework is propoed, 

which is composed of four function modules (transactionization, maximal 

frequent pattern mining, combining patterns, and pattern filter). An algorithm 

called FP-CM for FP-tree based co-location miner is also proposed based on the 

proposed framework. Because transactionization step needs one database scan, 

maximal frequent pattern mining step requires two database scans, combining 

patterns step, which only involves the spatial features and their maximal frequent 

pattern sets, is a main memory based step, and pattern filter step needs two 

database scans, the total number of database scans of FP-CM algorithm is 

bound by 5. The detailed steps of the FP-CM algorithm are explained using a 

running example to make it clear.
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CHAPTER 5

ALGORITHM ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

A FP-tree based co-location mining framework is proposed, a FP-tree based 

co-location miner algorithm FP-CM is also proposed based on the proposed 

framework and the detailed steps of the proposed algorithm are explained using 

a running example in the previous chapter. This chapter analyzes and evaluates 

FP-CM algorithm in comparison with the previous work. Section 5.1 shows it 

satisfy completeness, correctness and computational efficiency which are the 

essential requirements for spatial co-location pattern mining. To show the 

performance comparison of FP-CM with generation-and-test based algorithm 

CM, both algorithms are implemented and a series of experiments are 

systematically conducted for them. The experimental results show that FP-CM 

algorithm outperforms CM algorithm by an order of magnitude. The experimental 

evaluation is presented in section 5.2. 

5.1    Algorithm Analysis

This section will present an analysis of proposed FP-tree based co-location 

Miner algorithm for its completeness, correctness, and computational efficiency.
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5.1.1 Completeness

FP-tree based co-location miner algorithm is complete if it finds all spatial 

co-locations with participation index no less than participation index threshold.  

Lemma 2: FP-tree based co-location miner algorithm is complete. Any co-

location pattern C with pi(C)   min_pi will be found by FP-CM algorithm. 

Proof: 

Step 1 uses reference feature centric model to create a transaction 

database for each feature. It is complete. 

        Step 2, 3 and 4 can find all maximal frequent patterns iMFP  using the 

FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern mining algorithms using a support 

threshold min_supi equal to min_pi (participation index threshold) for co-

location patterns for each transaction database iTD because of the 

completeness of the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern mining 

algorithms [6, 21].

        Step 5-13 consult the MFP, which is {MFP1,MFP2,…,MFPk}, to prune 

majority of the false candidate co-location patterns to produce a superset of 

the true co-location patterns. The loop from step 8 to 13 iterates to 

generate candidate co-locations of size 2 or more. The self-joining Ci of 

step 10 produces candidates Ci+1, the pruning Ci+1 of step 10 only prunes 

candidates whose at least one subset is not in Ci and the pruned 

candidates must not be prevalent co-locations due to the monotonic non-

increasing of the participation index. So, step 10 is complete. Because of 
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Lemma 1, which is proved in chapter 4, the pruning (step 11) using the 

maximal frequent pattern sets does not eliminate any true co-location 

pattern. So, step 11 is complete. 

       Step 14 and 15 can find all the co-locations because the multi-way 

spatial join algorithm correctly calculates the participation indexes of 

candidate co-locations which are a superset of the true co-location patterns 

and generated by the previous steps, the participation indexes are used to 

prune the false candidate co-locations, and any pruned candidate co-

location must not be prevalent due to the correct calculation of the 

participation indexes of the multi-way spatial join algorithm.

5.1.2    Correctness

FP-tree based co-location miner algorithm is correct if any spatial co-

location it finds has participation index no less than participation index threshold.  

Lemma 3: FP-tree based co-location miner is correct. Any co-location 

pattern C found by FP-CM algorithm has pi(C)   min_pi.

Proof:

Step 1 is correct because using reference feature centric model can 

correctly create a transaction database for each feature. 

        Step 2, 3 and 4 can find only maximal frequent patterns iMFP  using 

the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern mining algorithms using a 

support threshold min_supi equal to min_pi (participation index threshold) 

for co-location patterns for each transaction database iTD  because of the 
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correctness of the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern mining 

algorithms [6, 21].

        Step 5-13 consult the MFP, which is {MFP1,MFP2,…,MFPk}, to prune 

majority of the false candidate co-location patterns to produce a superset of 

the true co-location patterns. The loop from step 8 to 13 iterates to 

generate candidate co-locations of size 2 or more. Step 10 is correct 

because the self-joining Ci of step 10 correctly produces candidates Ci+1

and the pruning Ci+1 of step 10 only prunes candidates whose at least one 

subset is not in Ci. Step 11 produces a superset of the true co-location 

patterns using the maximal frequent pattern sets correctly. So, step 11 is 

correct. 

       Step 14 and 15 are correct because the multi-way spatial join algorithm 

correctly calculates the participation indexes, which are used to filter out the 

false candidate co-locations, and generates only co-locations having pi(C) 

  min_pi.

 5.1.3    Computational Efficiency 

Computational efficiency means IO and CPU cost to find all and only co-

locations should be acceptable. 

The proposed FP-tree based co-location miner algorithm only requires a 

small number of database scans. One database scan is required in the 

transactionization step for creating transactions for each spatial feature in the 

spatial data. The maximal frequent pattern mining step requires two database 
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scans because it is FP-tree based.  No database scan is needed in the 

combining patterns step because it involves only spatial features and their 

maximal frequent patterns and usually is a main memory based step. Finally, the 

pattern filter step using grid and multi-way spatial joins requires two more 

database scans. So the total number of database scans of FP-CM algorithm is 

bounded by a small constant number 5, which guarantees the computational

efficiency of the proposed FP-CM algorithm and proves it is much faster in 

comparison with the candidate generation-and-test spatial co-location miner 

algorithm [16] which needs many database scans. 

5.2    Experimental Evaluation

5.2.1    System Settings 

To evaluate the performance of FP-CM, co-location miner (CM) [16] is 

chosen for comparison.  Both FP-CM and CM are implemented using C++ 

languages. All the experiments are carried out on a 2.40GHz Pentium IV PC with 

1G main memory, running on Debian linux operating system

5.2.2    Synthetic Data Generation

A synthetic dataset generator is designed for evaluation. First, a set of P

maximal co-locations is pre-generate similar as that in [1]. Then, |I| instances are 

generated.  Each time an instance of a maximal co-location pattern is generated 

with (prob) probability and a random instance is generated with (1-prob) 

probability. In the first case, a maximal co-location is chose from the set of P pre-
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generated maximal co-locations. Then, a square of size dd NN   is chose from 

the space framework of size dd SS  , and an instance for each feature in the 

chosen maximal co-location is generated and put uniformly into the square. In 

the second case, a feature is chose with equal probability from the feature set NF

and an instance of that feature is put uniformly into the space. The following table 

6.1 lists all of the parameters used in the data generator and experiments.

Parameter Definition

P Potential maximal co-location patterns

PS Size of maximal potential co-location patterns

F Spatial feature set that participates in pattern 

formation

NF Noise spatial feature set

I All Spatial instances

dN Neighborhood size of the square

dS Spatial framework size

prob probability of an instance to be in a co-location 

pattern

min_pi participation index threshold

Table 5.1 Parameters in the Data Generator to Generate the Synthetic Data
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5.2.3    Experimental Results

A series of experiments are systematically conducted.  The experiments are 

extensive and the results are consistent. Limited by space, only some 

representative experimental results for various parameters are reported. The run 

time used in the following figures means the total execution time, which is the 

period between input and output, instead of CPU time. 

For simplicity, experiments are named using the parameters in Table 5.1. 

For example, |P|50.PS5.|F|250.|I|50K denotes an experiment with 50 pre-

generated maximal co-location patterns whose average size is 5, 250 features 

participating in pattern formation, and 24K spatial instances. All the results 

reported have Nd = 10, Sd =1000, and prob=80%. 

5.2.3.1    Effect of Participation Index Threshold

The performance of the two algorithms with respect to the participation 

index threshold is shown in Figure 5.1(a). Clearly, FP-CM is much more scalable 

than CM. This is because as the participation index threshold decreases from 1 

to 0.1, the number as well as the length of co-location patterns increases 

dramatically. The candidates and associated spatial joins that CM has to handle 

becomes extremely large, therefore, CM becomes very slow when the 

participation index threshold is low. This is also because the bulk of FP-CM run 

time is the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern generation and this is usually 

a constant number of database scans. CM is more sensitive to the larger spatial 

dataset since its number of database scans is not bounded by a small constant. 
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The difference between the number of candidate co-location patterns generated 

by FP-CM before pattern filter and the number of co-location patterns generated 

by FP-CM after pattern filter becomes larger and larger as the participation index 

threshold goes down as shown in Figure 5.1(b).
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Figure 5.1 Effect of Participation Index Threshold
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5.2.3.2    Effect of Number of Instances

The scalability of the two algorithms as the number of instances increases 

from 2K to 50K is shown in Figure 5.2(a). FP-CM scales much better than CM. 

This is because as the number of instances grows up, the number as well as the

length of co-location patterns increases. The candidates and associated spatial 

joins that CM has to handle becomes large, therefore, CM becomes slow when 

the number of instances is high. This is also because the bulk of FP-CM run time 

is the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern generation and this is usually a 

constant number of database scans. CM is more sensitive to the larger spatial 

dataset since its number of database scans is not bounded by a small constant. 

The difference between the number of candidate co-location patterns generated 

by FP-CM before pattern filter and the number of co-location patterns generated 

by FP-CM after pattern filter becomes larger and larger as the number of 

instances increases from 2K to 50K, which is shown in Figure 5.2(b). 
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Figure 5.2 Effect of Number of Instances

5.2.3.3   Effect of Size of Maximal Co-location Pattern

Figure 5.3(a) shows FP-CM scales much better than CM when the size of 

maximal co-location pattern ranges from 3 to 10. This is because as the size of 

maximal co-location pattern grows up, the number as well as the length of co-

location patterns increases. The candidates and associated spatial joins that CM 

has to handle becomes large, therefore, CM becomes slow when the size of 

maximal co-location pattern is high. This is also because the bulk of FP-CM run 

time is the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern generation and this is usually 

a constant number of database scans. CM is more sensitive to the larger spatial 

dataset since its number of database scans is not bounded by a small constant. 

The difference between the number of candidate co-location patterns generated 

by FP-CM before pattern filter and the number of co-location patterns generated 
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by FP-CM after pattern filter becomes larger and larger as the size of maximal 

co-location pattern increases from 3 to 10, which is shown in Figure 5.3(b). 
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Figure 5.3 Effect of Size of Maximal Co-location Patterns
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5.2.3.4    Effect of Number of Maximal Co-location Patterns 

Figure 5.4(a) shows the performance comparison of the two algorithms as 

the number of maximal co-location patterns increases from 10 to 130. FP-CM 

scales much better than CM. This is because as the number of maximal co-

location patterns grows up, the number as well as the length of co-location 

patterns increases. The candidates and associated spatial joins that CM has to 

handle becomes large, therefore, CM becomes much slow when the number of 

maximal co-location patterns is high. This is also because the bulk of FP-CM run 

time is the FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern generation and this is usually 

a constant number of database scans. CM is more sensitive to the larger spatial 

dataset since its number of database scans is not bounded by a small constant. 

The difference between the number of candidate co-location patterns generated 

by FP-CM before pattern filter and the number of co-location patterns generated 

by FP-CM after pattern filter becomes larger and larger as the number of 

maximal co-location patterns increases from 10 to 130, which is shown in Figure 

5.4(b).  
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Figure 5.4 Effect of Number of Maximal Co-location Patterns

5.2.3.5    Effect of Number of Non-noise Spatial Features

The performance of the two algorithms with respect to the number of 

features that participates in pattern formation (non-noise features) is shown in 

Figure 5.5(a). FP-CM scales much better than CM. as the number of non-noise 
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spatial features increases from 60 to 240. This is because as the number of non-

noise spatial features grows up, the number and the length of co-location 

patterns increase. The candidates and associated spatial joins that CM has to 

handle becomes large, therefore, CM becomes slow when the number of non-

noise features is high. This is also because the bulk of FP-CM run time is the FP-

tree based maximal frequent pattern generation and this is usually a constant 

number of database scans. CM is more sensitive to the larger spatial dataset 

since its number of database scans is not bounded by a small constant. The 

difference between the number of candidate co-location patterns generated by 

FP-CM before pattern filter and the number of co-location patterns generated by 

FP-CM after pattern filter becomes larger and larger as number of non-noise 

features increases shown in Figure 5.5(b). 
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Figure 5.5 Effect of Number of Non-noise Spatial Features

5.3    Summary

In this chapter, completeness, correctness and computational efficiency of 

the proposed FP-tree Based Co-location Miner FP-CM algorithm are proved. The 

performance comparison of FP-CM algorithm with the candidate generation-and-

test based spatial co-location pattern miner CM algorithm are also shown. The 

extensive experimental results show that FP-CM algorithm outperforms CM 

algorithm by an order of magnitude. Therefore, the algorithm analysis and 

experimental evaluation both show that the proposed FP-CM algorithm 

outperforms CM algorithm.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Since its introduction, the paradigm of frequent pattern mining has 

undergone a shift from candidate generation-and-test based frequent pattern 

mining to projection based frequent pattern mining. A finite set of disjoint 

transactions is crucial in frequent pattern definition and its mining algorithms. 

Spatial co-location patterns resemble frequent patterns in many aspects. 

However, the difficulty in creating explicit disjoint transactions from continuous 

spatial data makes the similar paradigm shift in spatial co-location pattern mining 

very difficult. In this thesis, a candidate generation-and-test based frequent 

pattern mining, a FP-tree (projection) based frequent pattern mining paradigm, a 

candidate generation-and-test based spatial co-location pattern mining paradigm, 

and a multi-way spatial joins based co-location pattern mining paradigm are 

investigated. In particular, a FP-tree based co-location mining framework is 

proposed, which is flexible in incorporating any fast maximal frequent pattern 

mining algorithm developed in literature to help spatial co-location pattern mining. 

A FP-tree based co-location miner FP-CM algorithm based on the proposed FP-

tree based co-location mining framework is also proposed. It combines the 

salient features of FP-tree based maximal frequent pattern mining [6] and fast 
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multi-way spatial joins [11] to reduce the total number of database scans to a 

small constant number. It is proved that FP-CM algorithm is complete, correct, 

and only requires a small constant number of database scans. The extensive 

experimental results also show that FP-CM algorithm is an order of magnitude 

faster than the candidate generation-and-test based spatial co-location miner CM 

algorithm. Thus, the algorithm analysis and experimental evaluation both show 

that the proposed FP-CM algorithm outperforms CM algorithm.

The proposed FP-tree based co-location mining framework could be treated 

as a new data-driver partitioning of spatial datasets according to the instances of 

each spatial feature. Compared with traditional spatial partition approaches [20], 

this approach does not have the problem of combinatorial explosion of temporary 

candidate patterns needed to maintain by the algorithm before all the partitions 

are processed as acknowledged by the authors in [20]. In future work, comparing 

various partition based co-location pattern mining algorithms would be an 

interesting and imperative research direction.
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